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Şınası Özıij*

1. Introductlon
The main concern of this paper is to discuss and find explanations about

tİre relations between crime and patriaıchal capitalist system. Although there are
several tlıeories and explanations on causes of crime, radical criminology
perspective seems a better way to investigat€ the issue since this theoretical
perspective aims to find out causes of crime in a broader perspective and
focuses on the system. Although some other theories also focus on the causes of
criııre, most of them mostly deal ıvith rıore superficial issues rather than roots
and social structure. Radical criminolory is a strategy for analyzing crime and
justice, which employs theories and practices grounded in a materialistic
framerryork. As a theory radical criminology att€rıpts to explore and verifu
connections between social phenomena and economic reality (Taylor, et al.
1973; Young 197 5, 1987 ; I.ea 1987).

The main argument of this study is that people are products of society.
Capitalist afid patriarchal systaıs lay on the heart of the social structures of the
modern sooieties. Thus, there must be some relations between capitalisrl
pahiarchy and crime. In order to understand crime, it is crucial to understand its
relationship to specific forms of socio-economic organizations and gender
relations, which are main sources of power. Therefore, crucial unit of arıalysis
can be taken as the mode of produotion, relation of production and gender
relations.

This study assumes crime as "violation of fundamental human rights.
ratİer tharr the criminal definitions of law. By this definition, the state, criminal
law, and power relations are the primary targets of the discussions. Using this
definition also gives a chance to investigate state and its iıstitutions as
"criminal". on this point, a short dişcussion and explanation of radical
criminology will proüde uş a framework

2. Radical Criminology Perspective: Crime ınd Capitalism
In 1970's, a new school of criminological thought eııtered to literature. It

is named as ''new'', ''critical" or ''Manıist'' criminolory. Although
radical critiques to crime and its social arrangements had done before 1920's,
after l920's it disappeared since moşt ofthe tadical scholars lost their university
positions and they were oppr€ssed by hegemonic powers. Although Marx, last
study was seen about one century ago, during l960's there has been a dıamatic
inçrease on the number of Manıist studies on crime. As Akers (1979: 534) says,
"lhere has been a 'boom' in Marxist-oriented philosophy and analysis on
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criminology, sociolory, political science and economics in the past decade
(during 1960s and 1970s)".

Before starting discussion of contemporary radical criminological theory,
it will be usefrıl to look at the roots of Marxist perspectives. Maıxist arguments
are used to suggest that oapitalism stimulates an important rate of all oriminal
behavior. The center of radical criminolory is suggested by Marx (1859).

Although Manr wrote sparingly on crime and law, he has some cofifiıents on
çrime and law. Furthemrore Engels' works has contains many more references
to crime and criminal behavior. Radical criminologists found moıe that they
could extend Marx's theories to discussions of crime and law, using these
theories to büld alternative explanations and to criticize mainstream
criminolory.

In gerıeral, Mafx proposes that there is a causal relation between
capitalism and crime on the base of inequality. Initially, in capitalist system,

there is a conflict between ıabor and capital. This conflict bases on inequalities
those who oıvn ıind those who work. Then, this structufal inequality between
labor and capital stratifies society into social classes. Among these classes, üere
is a difference in wealth, status, power and authority. Furthermore, these
differences cause differeınt opıportunities to people who belong to diffeıent
social classes. In last score, the chance or choices of becoming criminal me
among these opportunities (Lynch and Groves, 1989:52).

Capitalism and crime are intercoımected. In oüet words, criminal
behavior is a direct reflection of the problerıs in capitalistic system. The main
defender of this idea is Engels (1884). For him crime and capitalism are related
to each other in two ways: The first one is unemploym.ent, which is created by
technological developmeııt under capitalism. Tho1 unernploym.ent results in
orime because in order to meet with their wants unemployed poor people are
pushed into ctime (Engels, 1884:173). The second one is that capitalist system
produces coınpetitive structural and psychological results. These results can also
be bamıful to society. In this sense, coıııpetition ınay occrır in two situations:

fırstly, competition ınay be beneficial for capitalists by keeping wages low and
productivity high. Qn the other hanğ oompetition may be benefıcial for
working class if labor is scaroe and employee is ready to pay high wages. More
importantly, oompetition can be lived among workeıs besides coııpeting with
employee if there is a scarcity on jobs and fesouİces. on the base of these

views, according to Engels (1884), tlıere is a high possibility that crime occuıs
due to competition fot scarce job resources.
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In geııeral, created and supported by capitaliffi\ egoism causes crime by
all classes and/or stratus. On this point, Bonger (1916) indicates that, the
political strength of ruling classes give chance to them to perform exploitative
behavior without having those acts defined as crime. This is the main reason
that lower class people. are more likely to be processed by the criminal justice
system. He also asserts that criminal behavior is a direct reflection of the strains
associated with life under capitalism.

For cont€rıporary radical criminologists, inequaliğ in capitalist system
inevitably causes crime, since çrime is a response to social, economic and
cultural unequal diştribution of resouroes (Spiİnr 1979, Sparks 1980, Shichor
1980, Talor et al. 1975, Greenberg 1981, Gilbert and Kahl 1982, Michalowski
1985, Quinney 1980, Lynch 1988). Furthermore, according to spitzğr (1979)
capitalism divides populations into classeVstratus in which some of theııı are
excluded ftom economic, social, and cultural meanings. Those people who are
excluded from these meanings are pushed into marginality and those people are
most likeıy to join in criminal behavior. Moreover, capitalism also creates a
demaııd foı crime since criminal opportunity is related to capital accumulation
according to Greenberg (1981).

There are several erpirical studies supporting ideas of radical
criminolory. One of tllem is done by Blau and Blau (1982). One of their
propositions was tlıat socio_economic inequalities increase rated of üolence and
tİıey conclude that inequaliğ is the root cause of social disorganization and
crime. According to their view, inequaliğ increases alienation and undermine
social unity: by creating multiple parallel social differences which widen the
sçarations betweeıı ethnic groups and between social classes, and it creates a
situation characterized by much social disorganization and prevalent latent
animosities (Blau and Blau 1982:119). Michalowski ııakes similar statement:
"inequalities tend to increase crime by weakening üe social bond' (1985: 4l9).

on the other hanğ some studies suggest that inequality affects other
pfooeşses that in tum influeırce diıectly on crime. For example, Balu and Blau
(1982) suggest that family disorganization mediates üe effect of inequality.
They found on their study that percent divorced was positively related to
inequality. In addition, that p€rcent divorced had the strongest direct effects on
crime. A similar result was found by Rainwater (1970). He concludes that
economically disadvantaged are more likely to sufter disorgaııized family
structures, and that strains experienced in üese t}Tes of farıilies provide
preconditioıs of increased rated of crime and delinquency.
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3. Cıpitalism as ı carıse of crime
After tiese brief explanations, it is possible to analyze the question of the

relationship between unequal üstribution of means and crime. In order to
answer this question it will be helpful to tum back to historical materialism and
dialectical materialism. At fırst, it will be helpful to remeııüer that Marxism
cıiticizes capitalism in detail. Besides that, Marxism also analyzes other forms
of produotion relations. on these analysis, it is seen tlıat each economic system
has soınething in common, this is the division of socieğ into "have's and have
not's", which divisions are conflicting each other. In Ancieırt Rome, free
oitizens were against slaves; in feudal time, nobles wefe agaiııst serfs; and lastly
in capitalist societies, owners (bourgeoisie) are against workers (proletarian)

and üsa versa. For last point, it is seen tİat on each these economic systeıns,
interests of rich people (have's) oppose to poor (have not's) people. In other
words by using Marx's own expression "the history of all hitherto existing
socieğ is the history of class struggle'' (Cornmunist Manifesto in Tucker, 1978).

Historical materialism is the materialist interpretation of history that
social, cultural, and political pheııomeıra are detĞrmined by the mode of
production of material things. As part of historical materialism, dialectic
materialism express that developııTent dçends on the clash of contradictions
and creation of neıv and more advanced synthesis out of these clashes. It

involves three movements, which are thesis, anti-tlıesis, and synthesis.

These propositions are crucial to explain the relations of crime and
capitalism. On the base ofthese propositions, it can be said that there axe causal
oonnections betweerı political economn inequality, and crime. Social
stratification is tle basis for the unequal distribution and choices available to
people at different locations in the olass sffucture. At the same time, it gives rise
to differential allocation of inceııtives and motivations for both criminal and
non-criminal behaüor.

It is possible to define unequal distributions of socially valued itemş as
prestige, power, wealth, income and authority. One oftherg wealth distribution,
constitutes one of the most ifipoftant parts on the crime-capitalism relaüons.
For example in Turkey top 10 7ı ofpopulation owns about 55 % oftotal wealth,
but bottom 25 o/o oıvns less than l % of the total ş'ealth; top 25 % owns 83 % of
total wealth, on the other side bottom 25 Vo owns about 4.5 % of total wealth
(Cumhuriyet 200l). Beside wealü distribution, inoome is also distributed
uneqıDlly. In Turkey, top 20 % of population eaıns mofe tlıan 80 % of total
income, on the contfafy, bottom 20 % ofpopulation earns less than 5 yo oftoİAl
income (Cumhuriyet 2001).
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Quality of life is another indicator ofunequal distribution in society; such
as housing, ırıental health, perceived deficiencies in self-concçt and happiness
are closely related with economic power. According to Vold and Bernard
(1986: I32) "the lack of some fixed level of material good necessary for survival
and minimum well-being" that oauses criminal actiüties. on E. B. Pattersoı's
study (1991), it is founded that severe conditions ofmaterial disadvantages raise
levels of criminality.

Educational opportuniğ is another area of inequality. Quality of
education, in some degrte, deterünines income level and quality of life. on this
point, it will be useful to remember Bourdieu's ( l 990) ttıree forms of capital are
eoonomic capital (income, wealth), social capital (web of social and political
relations), and cultüal capital (education). According to Boudieı.ı, these tlıree
forms of capital are closely related and have some effects on to each other
despite being different fıelds. Relatively most iınportant one is economic capital
since it is easier than other capitals to transform into oüer fıelds. Due to this
nature of easy transfonnability of economic capital, it can be said that if
soıneone has economic power s/he can get better education. Therefore,
economic power gives chance to people who have it more advantages over most
of the otiers who have not it. By using this advantage, owner of economic
capital can improve his/her social and cultuxal capital much more than others.
After these trarsformations, economic inequality at the beğnıing will pıoduce
more inequalities not only on the economic fields but also on the social and
cultural fields.

To tum back tlıe main subject, it ıvill be helpfiıl to remember a Manıist
assuırıption in order to understand a society historically that we must understand
ifs mode of production and means of production. It means we have to
understand fırstly societies' economic systems and its way of production. Why
is this so important to investigste mode ofproduction and means ofproduction?
Firstly, we need to remember the conception of relation of infrastructure and
supef structures, ııvhich is one of the basic assumpüons of Marxism apprcach.
According to these relations, base structure' in other wofds economı
deterrnines at last point super structure, in otheı words, economy determines
laws, education, family, religion etc. Explanation of this relationship provides
some tips on tie connection of the crime and capitalisın To put more clearly,
base and superstructure are the tenıs in order to analyze the relatioıship
between the economy (infrastructure) and oth€f social forms (8uperstructure).
The economy includes three elements: first the laboıer, second the meaıs of
production that coııqırises both the materials worked on, and the means by
which this work is done, and third the non-worker rvho appropriates product.
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All economies are characterized by these tİree eleınents, but only
difference among economies is the manner in which the elements are oorüined.
There are two kinds of relation that can hold between elements a relation of
possession and a relation of properŞ. Possession indicates the relationship
between laborğr and the means of production; either can be in possession of
theııı, conüolling and directing theı& or not. In relations of property, non-
laborer owns either the means of production or labor or both. Therefore, they
can applopfiate the product. on the other hanğ superstructure is a residual
category which comprises such institutions as the state, family structure, the

kinds of ideolory prevaleııt in society, or judicial systern

As it is mentioned above, as to the relationship between infrastruoture and
superstructufe, the charactğr of superstructure is deternıined and shaped by the
character of the base. As t}e nature of the base varies, so also tlıe nature ofthe
supeNtructure vafies. Therefore, we can expect tlıe feudal political structure to
differ fiom the oapitalist one because ofthe differences on these two forms. It is
saııre for ideolory, judioial systeın" content of law, and definition of çrime
inevitably.

From this point, it will not be wrong to say that "law tends to facilitate
and legitimate economic intğrest'' foı the ruling classes (Lynch, 1989). Because'
law is an instrumeııt in order to be used by groups with power to secuıe and
promote their political and economic concems. Additionally, in other words,
law is a system of nıles and regulations, vıhich determined by the economic
system. This economic system reinforces economic and political power and
structural üews of law (Lync}1 1989). By this way, we have answered üe
questions of what the function of law given in historically specific mode of
production is aİrd whose ordef law promotes. Thus, we can explain the way law
operates in a particular society at a particular time and whose interests are

served by any particular law.

It is iırıportant here to remember that there is a contradiction between
radical theorists on explaining the rules of sate and law. There are two main
explanations. one of theın is instrumental Marxisrı, the otier one is structuıal
Marxism. According instrumentalists, law and state seryes as an instrument to
capitaüsts or bourgeoisie. Due to the fact that primary determinant of social
relationship is economic ştructuıe. Thus, legal and political structures legitimate
economic interests. Reıated to this point Richard Quinney (1974) says that

'crimind law is an instrument of the state and ruling class, to maintain and
perpetuate the eİsting social and economic order'' (pg.16) and ''law is used to
rçress might maintain their position of eoonomic supremacy.'' (pg.lg).
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on the other hanğ according to structuralist Manrists, fhe state furthsrs
the interests of capital or capitalist class even though the state has relative
autonomy of class. From this point of view inskumentalist sees the state as
siııply an outpost of the dominant class. structuraıists think that law is an out
come of the constraints and contradictions of capitalisııı- Capitalism haı its owı
agenda and this agenda provides a paradoxiial conflict between capitatist
system and individual capitalist desiıes. However, on tie long-term interest of
capital, capitalism demands that law and state occasionally operate against the
short term goals of special interest groups within the capitalist class. Thus, state
has some degree of independence from desires of indiüdual in ruling or
capitalist class (Greeııberg, l98l). In summary' we can say t}at according to
structuralists although tie law and sat€ is not exclusively instrument of rııling
class, it is design'ed to maintain the long-terrı int€rests of capitalism.

on the bottom line despite of some theoretical differeııces among
radicals, they share the basic characteristics of state and law that it is closely
related to its wider economic, political and class cofiext. State and its
institutions may have some relative autonomy but at the en4 they sefie
interests of capitalist class.

On the base of these explanations, it can be said that there are certain
class biases dealing with criminality definitions and punishmeııts.

Lynch and Groves (1989) propose four important characteristics, which
are used by raücal criminologist as a base. They are, first as Lynch and Gıoves
states (pp 52): "the capitalist system has at its corre a conflict between labor and
capital, which means tlat capitalism is one in a long sequence of historical
systems based on inequalities tlose who oıvn and those who worlç second
tlırough this süuctural inequaliğ between labor and capital, society becomes
stratified iııto social classes claıacterized by huge differences in wealtfu status.
and authority; third, these differeırces constitute variable material conditions for
life which ofEer peoples in differeııt social classes vastly different opportunities
in terıns of life ohances and life choices; fourtl1 among these olrportunities are
the chance or choice ofbecoming criminal."

The next part of the paper includes an attempt to explain relations among
state, criminal law and gender relations.

4. State, Criminal Lıw and Gender Relationş
State has irpoltant function for the capitalist s1ıstern one of them is to

enforce others acoording to ruling class'benefits. In this sense, social control of
crime is also a fiınction of stat€ to survive sysiem. State helps to maintain
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capitalist relations of produotion by subsidizing corpolations thıough tax laws
aiding in diffetent ways to accumulate capital. Beside these, state also helps to
maintain patriarchy by passing laws and policies that support. mascrıline

dominance. State acts to maintain both class and gender relations. Thus,
political power refleots both class and gender division, since ruling class seeıns

as the meır dominated political decision-making apparafus in the state structure.

In class societies, the superstruoture eırrerges from and reflects the

dwelopıııoıt of infrastructure (economio forces). This supefstructıır€ preserves

üe hegoıııony of the ruling class tİrough a system of class and gender oontrol.

These controlş are in_stitutionalized in the family, in the ıeliğon, media, sohools,

state and other insütutions. This control mechanism proüdes a mechanism for
coping with the contradictions and achieving the aims of capitalist dwelopmeııt.

Through these organizations, people are created as easily manageable, if
not labeled as criminal. Accorüng to Spitzer (1979), populations aİe treated as

deviant in capitalist societies if they disrupt capitalist social relations. It is ffue

for intemationaı relations also. If any country stands against powerfiıl capitalist
countries, they are labeled as terrorist comtry as it was seen in last couple of
deoades. Spitzer identifieş two sources of criminaliğ. First, one is economy,
since capitalism creates relative suıplus popıılation, which is not needed fof
production. This population mainly functions to keeping wages down. Although
this population is benefıcial for oapitalist (as it mentioned beforQ and it causes

maay pıoblğns for the system. Seconğ the cause of the probleınpopı1ations is
in contradictions in the superstructural institutions t}at af,e cr€ated to secur€

dominant class ideology, such as school.

Relating process of orime production with developmaıt of class society,
crime must be understood in the relationship to specific fomıs of socio-
economic and üeiı iııpaot on social life. Associated with these,

Spitzer characterized some coııımon features of the problem populations. First,
"capitalist modes of appro,priating the product of humın labor e.g.: wheıı the
poor steal ftom the rich"; second "the social conditions under which capitalist
production takes place e.g.: those who refuse or are unable to perform wage
labor''; third ''patteffs of distribution and assuİq'tion in capitalist society şuch
as those who use drııgs for escape and transceııdence rather than sociability and
adjustnent"; fourth "the process of socialization for the productive and non-
pıoductive roles e.g.: youth who refiıse to be schooled or those who deııy the

validiğ of family life''; fıftlı "the ideology which supports the fimction of
capitalist sooiety e.g.: proponents of altçrnative forms ofsocial organizations''.
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Therefore, it ıvill not be wrong to say that patriarchal and capitalist
structure of state exercise criminalization process according to ruling class
benefit since criminal laws are ideologically constructed and they attempts to
protect ruling class from hamfiıl behavior. Criminal law teııds to reflect botlı
capitalist class and men in geıreral, because they have more power to influence
state.

5. Discussion: Cıpitılism, Pıfriarchy and Crime
As we lınow Marxism is the theory of analyzing power for undorstanding

relations of production under capitalism, and capitaıist societies are ıİriven by
the deıııands of accumulation. In this sense, production, under capitalisrq is
shaped by profit. Profıt is the resıılt of the exploitation because thosi who oş,n
and controı the capital exploit labor power. These prccesses are also effect
social stucture. In other words, accumulation of capital fansforms the social
sfucture and relatioos ofproduction in long-term.

The central concept in Marxist analysis is the social class. There are four
main classes; the bourgeoisie (capitalist); the preğ bourgeoisie (professionals,
and small business people); the proletariat (workers), and the lurıpen proletariat
(iryoverished, non-or sporadically employed). Among these, the most
important are the working class and the capitalist class. Beoause of the
foundation o1 el6s6 anaiysis under oapitalism, these two classes, relations of
production are central. Capitalist class ownş the means of production and
eıııploys land. The capital accumulates wealth in ofder to pursue profit. To gain
their life, working class sells their labor power to t}ıe capitalist for wages. These
production relations are historically exploitative, because oapitalist class makes
profit by paying less in wages tban the value ofırhat the working class actually
produces. This is called as su4ılus value. Surplus value is the value remaining
when tie workers daily cost substance has been subtract€d from that s/he
produces.

These relations are also power relations. In Marxian sense, power is
regarded as a structuraı relationship tbat exists indçendently of the uıills of
indiüduals. Existence of power is a consequence of the class structure of
sooieties. Thus, power is the capacity of one class ta reallze its interests in
opposition to other classes.

Under the light of these explanations, we can talk about some
chamcteriştics ofpower; for example power cannot be separated from economic
and class relations; power involves olass stuggle, and not simply in conflict
with individuals; and the analysis of power cannot be undertake without some
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characteriŞtics of the mode of production (Poulantzas, 1978). In the capitalist
societies, the capitalist class exeroises power over other classes by forcing otlıer
class merüers to work for its oıvn benefit.

In çneral, while the capitalist class has a interest in maintaining a social
structuıe that ıeinforces and increases its power, oı the other hand, the working
class has an interest in eliminating those power differentials. As a result,
confliot is inherent in the class structure of capitalisıq and capitalism ğeates a
social system şıith irreconcilable class arıtagonisıııs. This class rule maintains
both repressive and ideological institutions of the superskucture that are not
directly based on production. In other words, military and criminal justice
system (or state and its institutions) serve to capitalist class by the means of
organized violence. Therefore, that capitalist class is able to repress behaviors,
which challeırge the status quo. Additionally, other institutions, such as

educational system and mainsffeam media, expound on ideology that supporting
the status quo. To be more explicit in class-stratified (capitalist) patriarchal
societies, the ruling class controls tie production of ideas as ırell as material
production. At the bottom line, it uıill not be'ı,tTong to say that relations öf
production under capitalism have both material and ideological dimensions.

Patriarchy is a set of relations of power together with capitalistic
ıelations. By patriarchy, men control the labor power and sexualiğ of womeıı.
on other woıü women af,e co ffolled by men both at home and at labor market.
In this point, it can be say that patriarchy is also a system ofhierarchical power
which proüdes control not only men over women but also among meıı. In other
words in each social class meır apply privileges oveı women at home.

Consequently, capitalist class men gain priüleges over all womeıı since they
control both women's laboı power at home and benefit from exploiting women's
labor power in labor market. Theşe relations are the examples of how
interdepeııdent reproduction and production are in patriarchal capitalism.

These two important structural aspects, class relations (capitalism) and
gender relations (patriarchy) interact with each ot}ıer and produce üfferent
kinds of relations, which base on polver relations. From these relations, some
men receive more benefits from women's lobor than other men do.

The sexual diüsion of labor is also another important aspect of the issue.

on this point, Burstayn (1983) has identifıed tbree irrportant characteristics of
the sexual diüsion of labor under the patriaıchal relations of production. First,
the natıııe of labor performed by man and women is different. Meır have labored
priıııarily in the productive sphere; contrarily womeıı have labored in both
productive and reproductive spheres. Thus, we see that women's laboı differs
from meıı's but it is more extensive than men's are. Men (as a group)
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appropriate the labor of women. Second, üere is a masculine control over
womenls sexuality. According to Büstayn the important thing, here is that the
norrıative heterosexuality ''as the mıjor psycho-sexual organizing prinoiple of
patriarchal gender relations".

The sexual division of labor, which is socially constructed, produced, and
reproduced through social action, divides sexes into two mutualıy exclusive
categories. It creates gender and enjoins heterosexual marriage for economic
survival and biological rqıroduction. This is the ideolog5ı of patriarchal
capitalist system in ord€r to guarantee heterosexual mairiaç and by this way
biological reproduction. ffis norınative heterosexuality, insüfutionalized
patriarchal gender relations tends to enforce women into motherhood.
Addi1ionally' economic survival for most women means learning to preseııt
themselves as sexual objects. In capitalist societies, heterosexuality
institutionalized in patriarchal gender relations. This forces women into
motherhood and double standard monogaıny. Double standard monogamy
restricts women and makes it easier for men to control their productive and
reptoductive labor.

The othğ chaxactğistic of sexual division of labor is seen in economic,
religious, political, and military systems, which are dominated by meıı. Women
are excluded from these areas and positions. This exclusion is closely related to
their relegation to primary responsibility for reproductive labor. This exclusion
is major reason why women are relatively powerless in most public areas. Men
exercise power over women by appropriating ı,ı,omen,s labor power and
controlling their sexuality. Like capitalist systeın, patriarchal system is also
based on power relations and exploitations. Patriarchal rules are maintained by
tlıe family, economio systeq and ideological institutions of the superctucture,
because men dominate this entire sphere. Other institutions, such as education,
mainstream meüa, religion etc. support patriarchy. For last point, we can say
that production relations together with patriarchy have maüerial and ideological
dimensions.

As it was mentioned before, capitalist system crcates two main groups:
powerless and poweıfiıl goups. on the bottom line, we see that powerliss
groups comprise working class and womeıı, powerfiıl groups comprise class and
men. on this base, it v.ill be helpful to say that social behaüor is socially
construoted. In this sense, people are affected from tieir class and geııder. In
other words, they must choice geııdo-appropriate and class-appropriate foİms
of behaüors. Thus, criminality is related to interaction of capitalism, patriarchy,
and structural possibilities, which are related to patriarchal capitalist system.
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